The Lagrange-mesh method is an approximate variational method taking the form of equations on a grid because of the use of a Gauss quadrature approximation. With a basis of Lagrange functions involving associated Laguerre polynomials related to the Gauss quadrature, the method is applied to the Dirac equation. The potential may possess a 1/r singularity. For hydrogenic atoms, numerically exact energies and wave functions are obtained with small numbers n + 1 of mesh points, where n is the principal quantum number. Numerically exact mean values of powers −2 to 3 of the radial coordinate r can also be obtained with n + 2 mesh points. For the Yukawa potential, a 15-digit agreement with benchmark energies of the literature is obtained with 50 mesh points or less.
I. INTRODUCTION
Numerically solving the Dirac equation raises a number of difficulties mostly related to the existence of the Dirac sea. The Dirac equation with a Coulomb potential is of particular interest since the existence of exact analytical results allows precise tests. The variational or Rayleigh-Ritz approximation for the Dirac equation has been discussed in depth by Grant and Quiney [1] . The authors use special spinors based on associated Laguerre polynomials. The B-splines variational or Galerkin method has been applied to the DiracCoulomb problem by Froese Fischer and Zatsarinny [2] . An alternative approach is the use of Bernstein B-polynomial basis sets [3] that also looks promising for relativistic calculations of atomic properties [4] . The free-complement method also yields accurate results for this problem [5] . Here we use a different numerical method, the Lagrange-mesh method, able to give exact energies and wave functions of this problem up to rounding errors. The exactness of one eigenvalue is not hindered by the much discussed problems of the variational collapse [6, 7] and of the kinetic balance of the basis [1, 2, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
The Lagrange-mesh method is an approximate variational calculation using a special basis of functions, called hereafter Lagrange functions, related to a set of mesh points and the Gauss quadrature associated with this mesh [12, 13] . It combines the high accuracy of a variational approximation and the simplicity of a calculation on a mesh [14, 15] . The Lagrange functions are N infinitely differentiable functions that vanish at all points of this mesh, except one. Used as a variational basis in a quantum-mechanical calculation, the Lagrange functions lead to a simple algebraic system when matrix elements are calculated with the associated Gauss quadrature. The variational equations take the form of mesh equations with a diagonal representation of the potential only depending on values of this potential at the mesh points [12, 15] . The most striking property of the Lagrange-mesh method is that, in spite of its simplicity, the obtained energies and wave functions can be as accurate with the Gauss quadrature approximation as in the original variational method with an exact calculation of the matrix elements [14, 15] . It has been applied to various problems in atomic and nuclear physics.
Until now, most Lagrange-mesh calculations are non relativistic. A semi-relativistic approach based on the Salpeter equation has been developed in Refs. [16] [17] [18] . Here we show that the Dirac equation allows a simple Lagrange-mesh treatment. In the case of hydro-genic atoms, it even provides numerically exact energies and wave functions, with very low numbers of mesh points. For the Yukawa potential, it can be compared with very accurate benchmark calculations [19] .
Some properties of the Dirac equation are recalled in Sec. II. The Lagrange-mesh method is summarized in Sec. III with emphasis on its adaptation to the Coulomb-Dirac problem.
In Sec. IV, numerically exact energies and Dirac spinors are derived for hydrogenic atoms with small numbers of mesh points. Accurate results for the Yukawa potential are obtained and discussed in Sec. V. Sec. VI is devoted to concluding remarks.
For the fine-structure constant, we use the CODATA 2010 value 1/α = 137.035999074 [20] .
II. DIRAC EQUATION FOR THE HYDROGEN ATOM
In atomic units = m e = e = 1 where m e is the electron mass, the Dirac Hamiltonian reads [21] 
where p is the momentum operator, V is the potential, and α and β are the traditional 
The Dirac spinors are defined as
as a function of the large and small radial components, P κ (r) and Q κ (r) respectively. The spinors χ κm are common eigenstates of L 2 , S 2 , J 2 , and J z with respective eigenvalues l(l+1), 3/4, j(j + 1), and m where
The coupled radial Dirac equations read in matrix form
with the Hamiltonian matrix
The Dirac spinors (3) are normed if
We assume that the potential behaves at the origin as
where V 0 is positive or null. At the origin [19, 21] , the radial functions behave as
with the parameter γ defined by
i.e. the wave functions φ κm are singular for |κ| = 1 if V 0 = 0. This singularity is weak for the hydrogen atom but can be important for hydrogenic ions with high charges Z or for other
potentials.
An important particular case is the relativistic hydrogenic atom, for which the potential is
i.e. V 0 = Zαc. As a function of the principal quantum number n, the energies are given analytically as [21] E nκ = c
They can be written in a form minimizing rounding errors as
with the effective principal quantum number
This number is equal to n when |κ| = n.
III. LAGRANGE-MESH METHOD
The mesh points x j are defined by [12] 
where j = 1 to N and L α ′ N is a generalized Laguerre polynomial [22] This mesh is associated with a Gauss quadrature
with the weights λ k . The Gauss quadrature is exact for the Laguerre weight function
multiplied by any polynomial of degree at most 2N − 1 [23] . The regularized Lagrange functions are defined by [14, 15, 24] 
In this expression, f j (x) is a standard Lagrange function [12] . The functions f j (x) are polynomials of degree N −1 multiplied by the square root of the Laguerre weight x α ′ exp(−x).
The squared norm h α ′ N of the generalized Laguerre polynomials reads
The Lagrange functions satisfy the Lagrange conditionŝ
While the explicit form of the Lagrange functions will be useful to choose the optimal value of α ′ , it does not play any role in the determination of energies and mean values. These functions are useful when the wave functions must be known explicitly.
The non regularized functions f j (x) form an orthonormal set satisfying the conditions (19) but have the drawback that the matrix elements of d/dx and 1/x are not given accurately by the Gauss quadrature because the integrals contain a non polynomial factor 1/x. Though the exact matrix elements are available [25, 26] , they lead to a variational calculation. The elegant simplicity of the Lagrange-mesh method is lost and singular potentials such as the Yukawa potential can not be described accurately. For this reason, we use in the following the regularized functionsf j (x) for which, as shown below, the Gauss quadrature is exact for matrix elements of d/dx and 1/x. This basis is however not exactly orthonormal [14] ,
Nevertheless, thanks to condition (19) , these functions are orthonormal at the Gaussquadrature approximation denoted with the subscript G,
In the following, we shall treat the basis as orthonormal. This apparently rough approximation will be shown to have no effect on the physically interesting eigenvalues and significantly simplifies the calculations.
The matrix elements of d/dx are given at the Gauss approximation by
They are not exact since the integrandsf if 
or explicitly
This matrix is antisymmetric as expected.
The crucial property of the Lagrange-mesh method is that the potential matrix elements calculated at the Gauss approximation are diagonal
This property also applies to matrix elements of powers of x, for example. Notice that the Gauss quadrature is exact for x −1 and x −2 because the integrand is then a polynomial of degree 2N − 1 or 2N − 2 multiplied by the Laguerre weight function [23] .
Let us now apply the method to the Dirac equation. To this end the radial functions P κ (r) and Q κ (r) are expanded in regularized Lagrange functions (17) as
where h is a scaling parameter aimed at adapting the mesh points hx i to the physical extension of the problem. The superscript added to the Lagrange functions corresponds to the superscript of the generalized Laguerre polynomials in Eq. (17).
Before choosing the parameter α ′ , it is important to first analyze the behavior of the wave functions at the origin. The Lagrange functions (17) behave aŝ
Hence rather than choosing α ′ = 0 like in the non-relativistic case, it is convenient to choose
If non regularized Lagrange functions were used, the optimal choice would be α ′ = 2γ like the one adopted in Refs. [1, 19] for the B-spline expansions.
Let us introduce expansions (26) and (27) in the coupled radial Dirac equations (5) . A projection on the Lagrange functions leads to the 2N × 2N algebraic system of equations
where T means transposition. Notice that, thanks to the Gauss approximation (21) on the scalar product of Lagrange functions, the energies are simply given by the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix. According to (21) and (25), the diagonal N × N blocks read
For the non-diagonal blocks, the term cκ/r is given exactly by the Gauss quadrature and is diagonal. For the matrix elements of the first derivative d/dr, several options are possible.
One can use the exact expressions (24) or use the Gauss approximation in the spirit of the Lagrange-mesh method. The exact representation of d/dr is antisymmetric, as it should, and leads to a symmetric Hamiltonian matrix. It is thus more instructive to exemplify the case of the Gauss quadrature because the matrix representation of d/dr is not antisymmetric.
One must impose the symmetry of the Hamiltonian matrix. Thus, the Gauss quadrature is used either in block (2,1) or in block (1,2) and the remaining block is constructed by symmetry. Choosing the Gauss quadrature in (2,1), one obtains
where D G ij is given by (22) . Choosing (1,2), one obtains
which is different. As we shall see, using the Gauss approximations leads to negligible differences with respect to using the exact expression.
The norm (7) is calculated with the Gauss quadrature as
Hence normed solutions of the algebraic system (30) provide the coefficients of expansions (26) and (27) of the large and small components. As explained below, in the hydrogenic cases, Eq. (34) is numerically exact.
IV. HYDROGENIC ATOMS
We first consider the Dirac-Coulomb problem in atomic units where V (r) = −Z/r. With N mesh points, the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the 2N ×2N Hamiltonian matrix (30) provide the relativistic energies and the coefficients of the expansions (26) and (27) 
the Lagrange-Laguerre expansions (26) and (27) are able to perfectly reproduce the exact eigenfunctions. One of these eigenvalues can even give the numerically exact result for the level nκ if N > n − |κ| + 1. Indeed, in this case, the large and small radial functions P nκ and Q nκ are polynomials of degree n − |κ| multiplied by r γ and an exponential exp(−Zr/N).
Moreover, the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian between these components are exactly
given by the Gauss-Laguerre quadrature even if this quadrature is not exact for individual matrix elements D (15), i.e.,
The four eigenvalues are displayed in Table I for three different ways of treating the first derivative: (i) Gauss approximation (32) on block (2,1), (ii) Gauss approximation (33) on block (1,2), and (iii) use of the exact expression (24) of D ij immediately leading to a symmetric matrix. In each case, one obtains two eigenvalues below −2c 2 as expected. They correspond to pseudostates in the Dirac sea. One of the other two eigenvalues is identical (with 15 digits!) in the three cases. However, in case (i), a spurious eigenvalue E 3 appears just below the physical eigenvalue E 4 . In the other two cases, the physical eigenvalue is E 3 .
Anyway, this is most probably the simplest numerical calculation providing 15 significant figures for the ground-state energy of the relativistic hydrogen atom. At any r value, the Lagrange-mesh functions P 1s and Q 1s given by (26) and (27) differ from the exact ones only by the tiny rounding errors on the four coefficients p 1 , p 2 and q 1 , q 2 , which are the components of the eigenvector corresponding to the physical eigenvalue. These properties remain true for all hydrogenic ions.
The spurious eigenvalue has probably two origins. First, the present basis does not satisfy the property of kinetic balance [1, 2, 8] . Second, the Gauss approximation is not exact at least for the overlap of Lagrange functions and introduces an error even when exact values of the D ij are used. The differences between the three calculations indicate that the spurious eigenvalue is mainly due here to the Gauss approximation. This is confirmed by a variational calculation using the same regularized Lagrange-Laguerre basis, i.e. a calculation with the exact matrix elements D ij and the exact overlaps f i |f j given by Eq. (20) . The resulting generalized eigenvalue problem provides the same exact value E 3 as in Table I and Although the variational calculation with Lagrange functions does not present difficulties, it is less simple than a Lagrange-mesh calculation because of the non-diagonal overlap matrix of basis functions. The fact that the eigenvalue problem is generalized may even lead to additional rounding errors when N is large. Since the simpler Lagrange-mesh method gives the same exact energies and wave functions, we only use in the rest of the paper this method with the Gauss quadrature on block (2,1).
The energies of the n ≤ 3 levels are displayed in Table II for the cases Z = 1 and Z = 100.
The calculations are performed with small numbers N of mesh points, i.e. N = n + 2, except for s states (n > 1) where a slightly larger value is used to move a spurious eigenvalue to For Z = 100, the results are computed for the displayed truncated value of the optimal h given by (35) since the dropped digits do not affect the significant digits of the physical energies. The accuracy remains excellent. Tiny differences appear between theoretically degenerate values. The relative error with the non-relativistic value h = n/2Z is about
The last column presents calculations with standard Laguerre polynomials (α ′ = 0). For Z = 1, the relative difference with the fourth column is tiny when the same number of Table II . Regularized Lagrange-Laguerre mesh calculations of n ≤ 3 energies of the relativistic Z = 1 hydrogen atom and Z = 100 hydrogenic ion calculated for given N and h values, for the optimal value (29) of α ′ and for α ′ = 0 (c = 137.035999074). The exact energies are identical to the values obtained with α ′ = 2γ − 2 except possibly for one or two units on the last displayed digit. mesh points is kept. It decreases from about 2 × 10 −9 to 3 × 10 −13 when |κ| increases. The singularity induced by the difference between γ and |κ| is weak. For Z = 100 with the same N, the results are very bad (not shown). Even with the much larger N = 100 value, the accuracy remains poor except when |κ| is large, i.e. when α ′ gets closer to an integer value that α ′ = 0 can better simulate. For |κ| = 1, the relative error is larger than 10 −3 . For large Z values, a correct treatment of the singularity is crucial, as expected. Table III . Regularized Lagrange-Laguerre mesh calculations of some n = 30 energies of the relativistic hydrogen atom (Z = 1) and hydrogenic fermium ion (Z = 100) for N = 32 and optimal parameters α ′ = 2γ − 2 and h = N/2Z. The displayed relative errors ǫ depend on the code implementation but are given for information. Powers of ten are indicated in square brackets. The high accuracy obtained in Table II is not restricted to small n values. Some energies for n = 30 obtained with N = 32 mesh points are displayed in Table III . The values of α ′ and h are also given. The last column contains the relative error ǫ with respect to the exact value (13) . This error depends on the code implementation and may vary from one calculation to another as well as the last one or two digits of E nκ . Here, for low |κ| values, a spurious eigenvalue appears below the energy given in Table III . In some cases, it is probably related to the problem discussed in Refs. [1, 2, [8] [9] [10] [11] , i.e. the fact that the basis does not satisfy the kinetic-balance criterion, because it also occurs in the corresponding variational calculation. In the other cases, it disappears when the Gauss approximation is not used.
Finally let us note the large variation of α ′ values as a function of |κ|. This can be avoided by using
rather than (29) . The meshes are then much more similar for all κ values. The correct behavior (9) at the origin can still be simulated with a corresponding increase of the number N of mesh points depending on n rather than on n − |κ|. The accuracy of the results does not change much with this modification. Tables II and III show that the present method can provide numerically exact energies.
The same is true for the corresponding wave functions, as it can be realized from the calculation of the mean values of powers of r. With N ≥ n − |κ| + 3, the obtained wave functions and the corresponding Gauss quadrature lead to the exact mean values for the operators r −2 , r −1 , r, r 2 , and r 3 with
Indeed, the integrand of the exact matrix element is the weight function times a polynomial of degree 2n − 2|κ| + k + 2. The Gauss quadrature is exact for 2N − 1 ≥ 2n − 2|κ| + k + 2 or 0 ≤ k ≤ 2(N − n + |κ|) − 3. This is thus also valid for the norm (34). Thanks to the regularization, the integrand contains a factor r k+2 and the integral is also exact for the negative powers k = −1 and −2. The exact mean values of higher positive integer powers of r can also be obtained but with increasing numbers N of mesh points.
Mean values obtained with the conditions of Table II for the optimal α ′ and h are displayed in Table IV . For k = −2, −1, 1 and 2, the numerical results agree with analytical expressions from Table 3 .2 of Ref. [21] or from Ref. [27] . If the Gauss quadrature is performed on block (1,2) rather than on block (2,1), the mean values are closer to the exact ones for 2p 1/2 and 2p 3/2 but they are slightly less good for 1s 1/2 and 2s 1/2 .
All results until now are obtained with h values varying from shell to shell and sometimes from level to level. Several highly accurate eigenvalues can also be obtained simultaneously with a single h value per partial wave or for all partial waves. Relative errors on the nine lowest energies are presented in Table V with N = 30 mesh points and some average scaling parameter depending on κ. At least six eigenvalues have simultaneously a relative accuracy better than 10 −10 for the various partial waves. The worst case is κ = −1 because of a 
We choose some of them to test the Lagrange-mesh method in that case. Switching to the Yukawa potential only requires changing the potential values V (hx i ) in the Hamiltonian matrix (see Eq. (25)). The system of units is now = m = c = 1.
Potential (39) has the singular behavior (8) at the origin. Parameter γ is thus given by Eq. (10) and α ′ is chosen according to Eq. (29) . The scaling parameter h and the number N of mesh points are adjusted for each potential according to the requested goals. Here we want to reproduce simultaneously all the energies displayed in Table 9 of Ref. [19] for a given symmetry within the double precision accuracy. This can be achieved with N = 40 or 50 and an appropriate h value.
In Table VI are shown energies c 2 +E nκ for two cases: λ = 0.01 and V 0 = 0.1 (correspond-ing to λ ≈ 1.37 and V 0 ≈ 13.7 in atomic units) and λ = 0.04 and V 0 = 0.7 (corresponding to λ ≈ 5.48 and V 0 ≈ 95.9 in atomic units). To test the wave functions, we have computed the mean values of 1/r, r and r 2 using the conditions of Table VI . The corresponding results are reported in Table VII . The significant digits of r −1 are estimated by a comparison with N = 60. The error is of a few units on the last displayed digit. The other two cases can be compared with rounded results in Table   10 of Ref. [19] . For both potentials, one observes that about 14 figures are significant. Not only the energies but also the wave functions are highly accurate in these calculations.
VI. CONCLUSION
For the first time, the Lagrange-mesh method is applied to the Dirac equation. The choice of mesh points takes precisely into account a possible singularity of the potential. A scaling parameter allows adjusting the mesh to the extension of the physical problem. A more stringent test of wave functions would be given by the calculation of polarizabilities. For the non relativistic hydrogen atom, numerically exact polarizabilities can be found with the Lagrange-mesh method for small numbers of mesh points [28] . Work is in progress to extend this study to the relativistic case for which very accurate values are available for comparison [29] .
The present method is expected to be very accurate for all properties of a single particle described by Dirac equations with various potentials. This includes taking account of the finite extension of the nucleus, evaluating two-photon transition probabilities or studying the scattering by some potential. An extension to two-electron atoms should also be accurate if treated in perimetric coordinates [30] . A big challenge is to extend the method with accuracy LF acknowledges the support from the FRIA.
